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Gas Processes
Chapter Overview
lntroduction
In chapter T2, we developed a simple newtonian model for an ideal gas. In this chapter we will use the model to explore thermalprousses in which the properties of a gas
change with time. This chapter provides essential background for the rest of the unit,
especially for chapters T8 and T9.

Section

T3.1:

Review of Heat and Work

The technical terms heat and work both describe energy flowing across a system
boundary during a process. The heat Q is that part of the energy flow driven by a temperature difference between the system and its surroundings;theworkW refers to any
other energy flow across the boundary (note that this is nof the same as ttre "k-work"
[dk]defined in unit C). The energy stoted inside a system boundary is the system's
thennal energy U. These quantities are linked by the first law of ther:nodynamics:

4Y:Q+W

(r3.1)

Purpose: This equation expr€sses the law of conservation of energy in the
context of thermodynamic systems.

Symbols: AU is the change in a system's thermal enerty in a given
process; Q and W are the heat and work, respectively, that have flowed into or
out of the system during that process.
Limitations: There are none. Heat and work are mutually exclusive, but
together they include all the ways that energy can flow into or out of a system.
Note: In this text, both Q and W are positive when energy flows lnfo the
system. Some other texts adopt a different sign convention for W.

Section

T3.2:

Work During Expansion or Compression

will rebound from a moving piston with a different energy
than it had originally, changing a gas's volume involves work, which we can calculate
Because a gas molecule
as

follows:

dw:
Purpose: This equation
gas

-P

dv

(T3.6)

expresses the thermodynamic work dW done on a

during an infinitesimal volume change dV.

Symbols: P is the tas pressure during the volume change.
Limitations: The volume change must be small anough that P does not
change significantly during the process, and slow enough that the forces on the
piston are essentially in balance, the piston's kinetic energy is negligible, and
the gas is in equilibrium with itself.
Note: To find the work W involved during a process in which the pressure
varies, one must integrate this expression; see section T3.5.
i-
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Section

T3.3:

The State of a Gas

as its pressure P, volume % temPerature T,
number of molecules N, and thermal energy U) are quantities that we can measure
macroscopically (i.e., without detailed measurements of what its molecules are
doing). It turns out that knowing a suitably chosen triplet of such properties (such as
P, V, and N) allows us to calculate a gas's other macroscopic properties. Such a triplet

A gas's macroscopic properties (such

describes the gas's macrostate.

Section

T3.4:

P-V Diagrams and Constrained Processes

when N is known and fixed, knowing P and V determines a gas's macrostate. We
can represent such a state by a point on a graph of P versus V (a P-V diagram). During a quasistatic gas process (a process slow enough that even as P changes in time,
its value remairu uniform throughout the gas), the point representing the gas's state
So,

traces out a curye on a P-V diagram.
A constrained process is a process during which we constrain the gas in a certain

way. During an isothennal process, we constrain the gas's temPerature to be constant, during an isobaric process we hold its pressure constant; during an isochoric
process, we keep its volume constanq during an adiabatic Ptocess we keep heat energy from flowing into or out of the gas (see figure T3.5). These are useful approximations for realistic gas processes.

Section

T3.5:

Computing the Work

To compute the work W done during a Process during which P changes sigpificantly,
we have to evaluate the integral

w--lpav
J

G3.8)

We can evaluate this integral mathematically if we can express P as a function of V,
which we can do easily for isochoric, isobaric, and isothermal processes (see equations
T3.9, T3.10, and T3.12). But the most important thing to note is that the magnitude of
this integral corresponds to the aru undu the process's ctttve on a P-V diagram, an idea
we can use to quickly estimate and compare the work involved in various processes.

Section

T3.6: Adiabatic

Processes

related in an adiabatic process is trickier than for the
other processes. Using the newtonian gas model and some simple arguments about
how molecules are affectedby a moving piston, however, one can show that for an
adiabatic process

Deternining how P, V , and T

are

TVY-|
,PVY

:

constant

(T3.23n)

constant

(r3.23b)

Purpose: This equation specifies how a gas's temperature T and pressure P
vary with its volume V during an adiabatic process.
Symbols: y = 7 +2/f isthe gas's adiabatic index, where/is the number
of molecular degrees of freedom for the gas'
Limitations: The process must be adiabatic, the gas mustbe ideal, and the
compression must occur very slowly compared to the thermal speed of the gas
molecules.

Note:

The values of yfor various types of gases are as follows:

Monatomic:

,:5r:t'OZ

Diatomic Y:Z:1'4g
Polyatomic:

7<y

<

4
3

:

1.33

This result will be useful to us in chapters T8 and T9'
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Gas Processes

Review of Heat and Work

I introduced the concept of heat and work in unit C, where my main point was
to introduce and emphasize the distinctions between thermal energy,heat, and

temperature.In this chapter,I

will focus more on the distinctionbetweenheat

and work. A brief review of these important technical terms is thus in order.
In thermal physics we are often interested less in an object's total thermal

energy than in how that energy changes under certain conditions. As discussed in unit C, knowing how that energy changes involves watching the
amount of energy that crosses the object's boundaries. The crucial thermodynamic concepts of heat and wo* therefore are both defined to describe en Defirrition of

lrcLtt

Defir-rition of zuork

ergy transfer affoss a systnnboundary.
When a hot object is placed in contact with a cold object, energy spontaneously flows across the boundary between them until both objects come to
have the same temperature. As a result, the thermal energy of the hot object
decreases, and the thermal energy.of the cold object increases. In physics,
heat is any energy that crosses the boundary between the two objects because
of a temperature difference across the bouniary. Let me emphasize that to be
heat, the energy in question must (1) be flowing across some kind of boundary between systems (2) as a direct result of a temperature difference across

.

thatboundary.
We define work in thermal physics to be any other kind of energy flowing across a system boundary. For example, if I stir a cup of water vigorously
and it gets warm as a result, I have not "heated" the water, I have done work
on il the mechanical energy flows across the boundary of the water not because of a temperature difference but because of my stirring effort.
Note that ftrat and work both refer to energy in transit across a boundary.
This sharply distinguishes both terms from thermal eflerw, which refers io
energy enclosed W the system boundary. Both heat and work flows can
contribute to changes in the thermal energy. In fact, conservation of energy
implies that

AU: Q+W

The first law of thennoclynamics

(r3.1)

Purpose: This equation expresses the law of conservation of energy in the context of thermodynamic systems.
Symbols: AU is the change in a system's thermal energy in a
given process; Q and W are the heat and work, respectively, that flowed
into or out of the system during that process.
Limitations: There are none. Heat and work are mufually exclusive, but together they include all the ways energy can flow into or out
of a system.
Note: In this text, both Q and W arepositive when energy flows
into lhe system. Some other texts adopt a different sign convention
for W.

The distinction between Q arrd
W clepends on bor"urdaries

we call this crucial equation the fimt law of thermodynarnics. The definitions of heat and work are illustrated in figure T3.1a.
The distinction between heat and work is more a matter of human definition and convenience than one of deep physics: at the microscopic level,
an energy flow is simply an energy flow. Moreover, whether we cill a flow
of energ"y in a given process heat or work can depend on our choice of
system boundary. For example, consider the situation shown in figure T3.1b.

T3.1

Review o{ Heat and Work
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Nichrome wire
Boundary

b

(encloses

only water)

(a)

Figure T3.1
(a) lllustration of the definitions of heat and work. (b) Whether an energy flow in a
given situation is heat or work can depend on how we define the system boundary.
lf we define the system to be enclosed by boundary a, the energy flowing into the
system is work. lf we define the system to be enclosed by boundary b, the energy
flowing into the system is heat.

Electricity flows into a piece of nichrome wire that is immersed in a cup of
water. The electricity causes the temperature of the wire to increase, which
in fum causes the temperature of the water to increase. If we draw the
boundary labeled a (making "the system" the water and the cup and the resistor), then the energ:y crossing the boundary is electrical energy and thus
work.lI we draw the boundary labeled b (making "the system" the water
alone), then the energy crossing the boundary is heat, driven by the temperature difference between the wire and the water.
You will become confused by much of what follows if you do not understand the technical distinctions between heat, work, and thermal energy.II is

particularly easy to misuse the word heat (even some physics texts do!). The
foliowing exercise should help develop your ability to distinguish between
heat andwork.

Exercise T3X.1
In each process described below, energy flows from object A to object B. Is the
energy flow involvedheat or work (write Q or W in the blank provided)?

a.

The soup (B) in a pan sitting on an electric stove (A) gets hot.

b.

Light from an incandescent bulb (A) flows to its
surroundings (B).

c.

You (A) compress air (B) in a bike pump, making it warm.

d.

Your hands (A) are warmed when they face a fire (B).

e.

The atmosphere (A) warms a reentering spacecraft (A).

f..

A hot pie (A) becomes cooler while sitting in the kitchen (B).

o
b'

Your chair (B) becomes warmer after you (A) sit in it for
a

h.

while.

A drill bit (B) becomes hot after being spun by the drilt (A).

T3
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The difference between work
and k-work

Let m9 rgmind you that, as discussed in unit c, there is also an important
conceptual distinction between thermodynamic work w (which is our focus
here) and center-of-mass work or "k-work" [dK] (defined in unit c). This
distinction is subfle, because both concepts describe energ:y transfers. This
distinction is also blurred in the conventional literature, wh-ere both concepts
are called work and given the same symbol w. However, k-work
tdK] hai a

Gas Processes

specific aL{"yery-timited definition: it is the sum of infinitesimal-energy
transfers [dK]: F . df rharoccur when an interaction exerts a force F on ur-e
gli"jt while_the objecfs center of mass moves an infinitesimal displacement
d/. Thermodynamic workalutaysinvolves an extended object or sistem, but
is otherwise more broadly defined: itis any energy flowing across the object,s
boundary that is not heat, irrespective of whethir forcejare exerted on the
object or whether the object's center of mass moves. Also, k-work (if unopposed by other forces) changes the kinetic energy of an object,s center bf
thgrmo{rnamic work (if unopposed Ly heat energy flowing in
Tu*r.*tg
the other direction) changes an object,s thermatenergy.

Exercise T3X.2
In each process below, state whether the energy transfer described is k-work
or thermodynamic work (write K or W in theipace provided).

a.

The total kinetic energy of molecules in a bottle of gas
increases as the bottle falls in a gravitational field.

b.

-

The total kingtic energy of molecules in a bottle of gas
increases as the gas is rapidly stirred

by afaninside

the bottle.
c.

Air drag on a falling meteorite
temperafure to increase.

d.

Air drag on a falling meteorite

causes the meteorite,s

causes

(lose kinetic energy).

it to slow down

gu: in a bottle gains energy from a spark flowing
through it.

Tu

A small pellet is vaporized by

T3.2

a

powerful infrared laser.

Work During Expansion or Compression

Thermodynamic work can be done on or by a system in a variety
of ways,
but in much of this unit we will be primarily concerned with work done
as a
ot-tfe compression or expanslon of a gas. understanding how work is
Ssutj

involved

ln_expansrol and compression wifbe especially impirtant to us at
the end of the unit, when we dGcuss how heat canbe converted
to mechanienerg.y by using a heat engine (such as a gasoline or steam engine).
Most
5al

heat engines use expansion and compressiJn of some gur to p"rrorm
this
conversion.

Figure T3.2
Slowly compressing gas in a

rylinder.

rmagine that some external interaction exerts a force F""t on a piston
that
pushes it slowly an inlinitesimal displacemerx df
,.o*pt"sLg
a cylinder of
gas (see figure T3.2). The energ:y (k-work) this interactiorr.orit
ib,rtes to the

t

T3.2
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Work During Expansion or Compression

piston is

ldKl

:

F.'r.

dV

:

Fext

dt

(r3.2)

since F"*t and d7 point in the same direction in this case. Now the gas in the
cylinder exerts an opposing force Fs"" against the piston. If we push the piston slowly enough that its speed remains essentially constant and its kinetic
energy change is insignificant, the piston's interaction with the gas must be
extracting energy from the piston at the same rate as the extemal interaction
supplies it. Where does this energy go? It must ultimately go to thermal energy inthe gas. Since this energy flow into the gas is not due to a temperature
difference, itb work, The point is that in this case the infinitesimal thermodynamic work done on the gas during such an infinitesimal slow compression
is equal to the k-work done by the external force on the piston

dW

: F"*1dr

(T3.3)

In a compression that is very slow, the net force on the piston must be essentially zero, so the force Fg", that the gas exerts on the piston must be essentially
equal in magnitudeto the external force $xt on the piston (although they have
oppositedirections):mag(F"*,) E mag(Fru").Moreover/mag(Fg".)inthiscase
is equal to the pressure P that the gas exerts on the piston times the piston's
area A.If we plug these results into equation T3.3, we get

dWxFsu"dr:PAdr

(r3.4)

Note that the infinitesimal change in the gas's volume in this process is

dV = Vsr,l - Vi',itia : A(Ln.a

-

Lniu,l)

: - Adr

for compression (T3'5)

This result is negative because the length of the cylinder has decreasedby dr,
meaning that the cylinder's volume has decreased. Plugging this into equa-

tion T3.4, we get

dW: -p

dV

(r3.6)

Purpose: This equation exPresses the thermodynamic work dW
done on a gas during a volume c}:range dV.
Symbols: P is the gas pressure during the volume change.
Limitations: The volume change must be small enough that P
does not change significantly during the process; and it must be slow
enough that the forces on the piston are essentially in balance, the
piston's kinetic energy is negligible, and the gas is in equilibrium with
itself.

Note

work W done on the gas during a process in
which the pressure varies, one must integrate; see section T3.5.
To find the total

W is positive (energy is flowing into t}:te gas) for
a compression even though dV is negative.

The minus sign ensures that

d

Exercise T3X.3
Consider the case of an infinite simal expansion. Go through the steps outlined
above agarn, and show that even though the signs of various equations along
the way are different, you still end up with equation T3.5.

Work done by an infinitesimal
slolv volurme change

E
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(b)

l';l[r:,rt-:

n"o orieinarv if the truck is
with t"]:p::l
asainst the back of a truck wi, bounce back
forward.
itit,"'iruck is backing up, (c) less energy if the truck is moving

at rest, (b) more

lf,:a:,,":Tl^:',il

"n"rgy

A microscoPic rnodel for how
erlergy is trarrsformed

of a comHow exactly is energy being transferred to the gas i" Utt :1T
unWe
expansion)?
an
p*Jo" (or extracted t;m Ure Eur T the case of an expansion bycanusing
such
derstand the microscopic processes involved in
truck
u,ir"pf" analogy. f*ui-1""'Uo*.ing tennis falls off the back end of a
perfectly-elastic,
are
balls
and the
ir;; dg"t" T33i. If the"truck is stationary
before
ilt;ili;"unce back with about the same kinetic energy as they had
will
balls
towaid
You,jhe
stti'king the truck. But if the truck is backing upgave
you
than
you
to
relative
Lo.rrrcJbu.k from the truck with more energy
to kinetic
them: some of the energy of the truck's *odot is being converted
n:*
go.mg.aw?y
;"tgy in the fam. siniitarly, if the truck is
l3l'3^"-11tll
energy $
will"bounce back with less energy than they had to begin with:
being transferred from the balls to the truck'
tr a similar w ay, gasmolecules that bounce back elastically from a pistol
(i.e., during compression)
at rest will bounce-U"'& fro* an advancing piston
Ut"ltt thermal energy
implying
*ith *or" energy than they had originally,
When the piston reenergy'
of the gas increaies at the expensu,oiqu piston's
less energy than
with
back
t.e
treats (during expansion), tfie moleculeibot
to the motion
gas
of
the
tf,"y f,la orifinaity, transierring the thermal energy
of the piston.
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The State o{ a Gas

level,
what properties of a sample of gas canwe measure at the macroscopic
this
of
molecules
Paryql.
that is, without measuring propi*ies of individual
pressure P, its
[, ,"-pf" of gas? We .u"'i"tt'uitrty measure the gas sample's
mol.ecules exist'
volume V, andits temperature T without even knowilg thai
(at
in principlg)
least
U
energy
We can also measure iis total internal thermal
bymeasuringhowmuclrenergywehavetoaddtothegagtgincreaseitstemfr"ri absolute zero to-its current temperature lwhile keePing itsvolt!*i"..
'ume fixed). Finally, we can measure the gas sam919's mass M' and if we
the nummo* tf," gas's chemical composition, we ian use this to calculatenumber
of
the
Na)
number
U", of *oiu, and (given u u"irr" for Avogadro's
therefore'
N
are'
M,and
molecules N in the sample. The quantitiei P,V,T,L1,
sorne of the macroscopic properties of the gas'
T2, we
Note that these six qn*titi"t arc not all independent. In chaptet
equations
saw that these quantitieJ are linked by the three

rv:

frrvn

PV: NksT

and

u: f,N*rr

w.n

know
(Note that if we know the gas's chemical composition, in principle we
if we
its molar mass Ma and the"number of degreeJof freedom/.) Therefore,
tnow the sample;s chemical compositiJn and a suitably choxn,triplet-of
p.op".tius, ,,r.h u, P, V, N ot lJ, i, N, we can caiculate the sample's other
three macroscoPic ProPerties.

T3.4
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P-V Diagrams and Constrained Processes

Exercise T3X.4
In each of the following cases, assulne that you know the chemical composition of a sample of gas. (a) Given a triplet of values P,V, artd N, how would
you calculat e lL, T, and M? (b) Given the triplet LI, V , and N, how you would
ialculate P, T, and M? (c) What triplet of values from the list P, V, T, U, M, and
N would not provide you with enough information to calculate the other
three values?

This means that two gas samples having the same chemical composition
and the same values for a suitably chosen triplet of values will be physically
indistinguishable if we are not allowed to examine the behavior of individual molecules. We say, therefore, that such a triplet of values describes the
macroscopic state or macrostate of an ideal gas.

T3.4

P-V Diagrams and Constrained Processes

In many situations of interest, the number of molecules N in a sample of ga9
is known and fixed. when this is true, we need to know only two additional
gas properties to completely determine its macrostate at a given instant of
iime-. ff we choose theie variables to be P and % then every macrostate of a
fixed amount of gas corresponds to a unique point on a graph of P versus V,
as shown in figure T3.4. We call such a graph a P-Vdiagram.
Since PV: NkBT, all the points on a P-V diagram corresponding to a
given temperature lie on a curve such that P V : constant/ or P o< L/ V. Aset of
Juch curves corresponding to various values of T is also shown in figure T3.4'
A quasistatic gas process is any process that changes the state of a gas
and thit is done slowly enough that the gas remains essentially in equilibrium at all times. This means that at all times the gas Pressure P has the same
well-defined value at all points in the gas. As the state of the gas changes, the
point representing that state on the P-V diagram will move, marking out a
path onthe diagram. An example path is also shown in figure T3.4'
p and V ari completely independent variables, and there is no intrinsic
reason why a gas cannot have any pressure at any given volume. A process
in principie [ite ttre "general process" shown in the figure) might involve
any connected sequence of points on the diagram. [n practice, though, there
fo.tt special gal processes that keep coming up as usefuI approximations
"te
in realistic situations:
1. In isochoric processes the gas is heated or cooled while its volume is
conshained to be constant (e.g., by keeping the gas in a rigid container).
The root lso- means "same," and choric refers to volume.
Figure T3.4
Every point on this P-Vdiagram
represents a possible macroscopic state

for a fixed amount of ideal gas. The thin
curyes connect gas states having the
same temperature (the curves are
labeled assuming that N : 5.8 x 1023).
Any quasistatic process is an ordered
succession of states and can be
represented by a succession of points
(i.e., a curve) on this diagram.

ltepresenting states and
processes on a

Lnportarrt
processes

P-l

diagrarn

(ar-rd r-rseftd) gas

E
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Isothermal process
(T = constant)
Isobaric exparuion
(P = constant)
Isochoric process
(V = constant)

Adiabatic expansion
(no heat flow)

Figure T3.5
Curves on a P-V diagram corresponding to the four most useful types
of processes. Again, for the values on the curves of constant
temperature it is assumed that N 5.8 x 1023.

:

2.
3.
4.

In isobaric processes the gas is heated or cooled while its pres sure is constrained to be constant (e.9., by confining the gas with a piston whose
other side is acted on by the constant pressure of the earth's abnosphere).
The root bar- rcfers to pressure (as in the wordbarometer).
In isothermal processes the gas is expanded or compressed while its
temperature is constrained to be constant (e.g., by placing it in good thermal contact with a "bath" having a certain fixed temperature).
In adiabatic processes the gas is expanded or compressed while heat
flow to or from the gas is constrained to be zero (e.9., by putting thermal
insulation around the gas container). We will discuss adiabatic processes
more fully in section T3.5.

These processes are illustrated in figure T3.5. We call these processes
constrained processes, because the particular path on the P-V diagram that
each process follows is determinedby a constraint placed on the gas during
the process (e.g., the gas in an isothermal process is constrained to have a

constant temperature).

T3.5
Calcr-rlating W w,hen the
presslrr€ changes significantly

ctruing

a process

Computing the Work

These constrained processes are useful partly because we can actually compute the work done on or by the gas involved in such a process. As we noted
before, the equation dW
-P dV applies only to infinitesimal compressions

:

or expansions. This is so because as a gas is compressed or expanded, its
pressure P will generally change during the process. If we want to compute
the total work W done during a volume change during which P changes significantly, we have to evaluate the integral:

Implications for particular
cormtrainecl processes

w-- lrav

(r3.8)

W:0

(13.e)

In words, this equation tells us that to compute the total work, we should divide the process into infinitesimal steps, compute dW : -P dV for each step,
and sum the result over all the steps.
Tio actually evaluate such an integral, we have to be able to express P
during the process as a function of 1/. This is easy to do for each of the four
special constrained processes listed in section T3.4 except for the adiabatic
process/ which we will consider in the next section. The isochoric process
(where V is constant) is trivial: since the volume does not change (d.V :0),
no work is done as the result of compression or expansion:

T3.5
ln an

Computing the Work
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isobaric process/ P is constant, so we can

w:-leav: -P luIrvr dV :

pull it out of the integral:

\r
-P1Yt

-V) : -P Lv

(T3.10)

Vi is the gas's initial volume andVy is its final volume.
In an isothermal process, T is constant. The ideal gas law then implies

where
that

PV

:

YlltY

:

constant

: PiV +

p(v)

=ryVV: P*

(13.11)

where P; and V; are ihe initial pressure and volume of the gas, respectively,
and P(V) means "pressure as a function of volume." Plugging this into equation T3.8, using /x-1 dx:ln r and ln r - h y =kr(x/y), you should be
able to show that

W: -NkaT ,"#

: -PtU h+

(T3.12)

Exercise T3X.5
Verify that equation T3.12 is correct.

Exercise T3X.6
A gas initially at ahnospheric pressure (100 kPa) in a box 10 cm on a side is
isothermally compressed to one-half that volume. What is W for this process?
One of the reasons lhat P-V diagrams of gas processes are so useful is
that the work done in a giaen quasistatic expansion or compression process is equal
in magnitude to the area under the curae rEresenting that process on a P-V diagram. This is a direct consequence of equation T3.8: if we consider P to be a
function of V, then the standard interpretation of the integral of P(V) is that
it corresponds to the area of the curve of P when it is plotted as a function of
V (see figure T3.6).
Because of this simple visual interpretation of equation T3.8, one can get
a lot of qualitative information about a process from a P-V diagram, as
demonstrated in the following example.

Example T3.1
Problem Imagine that an ideal monatomic gas is taken from its initial state
A to state B by an isothermal process, from B to C by an isobaric process, and
from C back to its initial state A by a. isochoric process/ as shown in figure T3.7a. Fill in the signs of Q, W, and AU (or zero if appropriate) for each
step (assuming that no work is done through expansion or compression).

Sohftian

The finished chart is shown in figure T3.7b. These signs are deterfollows.
Process A--> B is an isothermal expansiory meaning that T is constant.

mined

as

But for an ideal gas, U is proportional to T lU : (f /2)NkBfl, so AU is zero
during an isothermal process. During an expansion, work energy flows out
of the gas (remember ihat for each infinitesimal step along this process,
dW : -P dV, and dV > 0 in an expansion process), so W is negatiue.But if

v
Figure T3.6
The magnitude of the work
flowing into or out of a gas is
equal to the area underthe curve
of P when plotted as a function of
V. The sign of the work is positive
if the gas is being compressed,
negative if it expands.
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(a)

8.1 V

0

AU

Step:

A---+ B

+
+

B ---+ C

Figure

T3.7

A sequence of gas

C

processes.

---+

A

0

+

0

+

G)

work energy flows out of the gas and yet the total thermal energy U of the
gas ,emaio6 the same, then (in the absence of other kinds of work) heat energy must flow into the gas, so Q must be positirte.
process B --> C is ai isobaric compres,sion, so W is positiae here. On the
other hand, the ideal gas law says that P]/ : NksT. Therefore, since v is decreasing in this pro."Jr while P remains constant, T must be decreasing (that
the
is, dT J.0 for eich small step in the process) which in tum implies that
Since
AU
is
negatfue.
thus
decreasing:
be
gas
must
thermal energy U of the
work energy-is flowing into +he gas and yet its thermal energy is decreasing,
heat energy-must be flowing out of +Jte gas: Q is negative'
fnafiy, process C + Ais an isochoric process. Since there is no change in
volume, r,o wo.k is done on or by the gas: W : 0. Yet the temperature is increasing (since PV is increasing), so the gas's thermal energy is increasing,
meanin! that AU is positine in this process. This increase in thermal energy
must bssupplied by heat (since W : 0), so Q is positive'

Estimating Wfrorn aP-V
diagram

we can also estimate, directly from the diagram, the work energy flowinq
into or out of the gas in the cyclic Process we've been considering. Each grid
square's worth of area on the P-v diagram shown in figure T3.8 represents
(20 x

103.e€r)(0.020!,f)(ry#)(#r)

:4001

(13.13)

There are a total of about 6 squares (four whole squares' two squares mostly
complete, and two small paits of squares) of area under the curve for the
isothermal expansion A-+ B, so the gas loses 6 x 400 :2400 f of work enIn the isobaric compression B . C,,the gas gains
ergy during ti-rut p.o."*.
^of
g l+OO : |ZOO J
work energy. Since W:0 for the isochoric process, the
total energy lost by the gas duiing the entire cyclic process is about L2001.
e net work dine by the gas in a cyclic process is equal to the area mclosedby theprocess.
ruote Urit since the gas comes back to the same state A (and thus same

Note that?

temperature) at the end of the process that

it had originally, its thermal

T3.5
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Computing the Work

Work energY flowing ouf of the gas
during the isothermal process A ---+ B.

Work energY flowing info the gas
during the isobaric process B ---+ C.

Figure T3.8
Net work energy flow during a cyclic Process'

energy must be the same at the end of the lYcle as i!.*u: in the, beginning
T). Yet the gas.loses about
iri".Z'U for an ideal gas only depends on N and
just
seen. Wrere does this enhave
as
we
cycli,
the
iZOO J of work
".rurg/itr
gas? It must come from
of
the
thermal
from, if nit from thb
"....tgy
"o*u
an example of
".gy
therefore
is
cycle
gas.
This
into
the
uZ'heatenergy that we put
of heat enkinds
energy'
work
enetgylo
a process thiiconverts heat
Yuty
heat enfrom
energy
work
useful
produce
to
gii.", ,rr" such cyclic Processes
T9'
in
chapter
engines
heat
frgy. We will tali< more about

Exercise T3X.7
The figure below shows another ryclic gas Process. Fill out the chart as we
did in"example T3.1. Also estimate the net amount of work energy flowing
out of the gis in this process. In which step of the process was energy suPplied in the form of heat?

o

Step:

A_)

w

AU

B

B ---+C

C

-44

Exercise T3X.8
Check my estimate for the work energy lost during proce-ss- A--> B in figure T3.8, using the exact formulaT3.l2.Is our estimate within about 10% or
so of the exact answet? (10% is about the best one can do by eye')
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Adiabatic Processes

Exercise T3X.8 included art adiabafic compression process as one of the steps
in the cyclic process. In an adiabatic process, no heat is permitted to enter or
leave the syslum in question. (Adinbatic comes from Greek adiabatos, meaning
"impassabie": the connotation is that the system's boundary is impassable to
heai.; We have already seen that during an isothermal process, T is constant

(by definition) and P'a7/v. How do T and P depend on v 1an adiabatic
processl Our goal in this section is to use the microscopic model of an ideal
gas to find out.
" Consider a gas of N molecules confined in a cylinder by a piston whose
surface area is A (see figure T3.9a). Imagine that at a givel instant, the length
of the cylinder is f an-a the piston is moving inward.(Ut -1 direction) at
u ,p""d z which is much smaller than the average thermal speed of the
molecules.

'L__--*

View in the piston's frame (primed frame)

(c)

trarne
ln the cylinder's
cylrnoers frame
View
view in

Figure T3.9
A moleculd of mass m in a cylinder of gas approaches a Piston that is moving
in*ard. (b) ln the piston,s frame, the molecule rebounds with the same speed that

(a)

it had initially, (c) in the rylindert frame, the molecule rebounds with a higher
speed than it had initially.
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T3.6

In section T3.2,I described qualitatively why a molecule bouncing off a
moving piston gains energy from that piston. Let us see if we can determine
exactly how much energy the molecule gains. Imagine a molecule of mass z
approaching the piston with an initial r-velocity whose magnitude is lu;'l h
the frame of the cylinder. Since the piston is moving toward the molecule
with speed u, the molecule's initial r-velocity relatiae to the piston will be
luirl + u.If we assume the collision is elastic, the molecule should rebound
from the piston with the same speed relatirte to the piston as it had initially,
meaning that its r-velocity relative to the piston will still have the magnitude
lui,l * a (see figure T3.9b). But since the piston is moving with speed z in the
same direction, the molecule's final x-velocity relative to the cylinder has
magnitude lu/rl : (lu;,| + u) +u: lui"l * 2u (see figure T3.9c)._Since the y
and z components of the molecule's velocity are not affected by the collision,
the change in the molecule's kinetic energy during this collision is therefore

AK

im($, + *, + 4,) - i*@7, + r|,, + r7"\ : i*(4,
:lm(lui,l*2u)2 - Lmlrt,l' - 2muluixl+2muz x Zmuluixl

: Kf - Ki :

-

u?,)

(T3.14)

(

lui'|. This
The final approximation is valid because we are assuming that a
collimuch
between
move
not
piston
does
assumption also means that the
hit
the
molecule
the
time
previous
the
passed
since
sions, io the time that has
particular
x
this
the
rate
at
which
Thus
2L/luixl.
piston is still very nearly Lt
molecule's kinetic energy increases is

dK
.,_N-:-

E -

2mulv;rl

kinetic energy gainper collision

- @L
timebetweencollisions- 2L/lu;,1

find the rate at which the gas's total thermal energy increases, we sum this
over all molecules:

To

Na 1$-,",, :Yl*,t,i,Juug:
ry*f
%)rrr,
dt-fu t LNfi""t"t''x-

(13.16)

L

where the last step follows from equatianT2.6Now for a ideal monatomic gas,

u:|mr"r

+

du 3-_ dr
E:'NK"E

(r3.17)

Plugging the last result into equation T3.'l'6, we get

3 - dT

NksT

,NkrE*-Tu
Now

r.r

:

-d.L

2u
ldT
- -- ry -T dt 3L

+

/dt (when rz is positive, L is decreasing, so dL /dt

(T3.18)
is negative).

Therefore

u t dL 1' d(AL)
:-v 1 dv
dt
T:-T dt:-E dt

(r3.1e)

Plugging this into the previous equation, we get

+# : -?(+#) =+ o: + #.?(+#)

(1320)

If we multiply both sides of the rightmost expressionbyTV2/3 (we will

see

why shortly), we get

","dT+ 2 T
o: V't"
at iW

dv
dt

:

fttrv'n)

(T3.21)

How T deperrds on V during
arr adiabatic compressiotl

1e
a
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Exercise T3X.9
Verify that if you take the time derivative of TV2l3 ,using the chain and product rules, you get the quantity to left of the rightmost equality'

Why this is physicallY sensible

This last result means thatTVz/s is constant for a monatomic gas undel
that T
going an adiabatic volume changel Qualitativelll we- {r9a{y
the
on
taa io increase during an adiabaiic compression (work is being done
relathis
g"i t"if,""t cannot frow out, so an{$;rs T must increase), but
an
iion spells this out quantitatively: T x L/V2/3 for a monatomic gas during

q"*

{

adiabatic volume change'
The relationshiP between
P ancl V

since T

= pv/Nk; according to the ideal gas law, equation

T3.21 im-

plies that

o: fttrv'l\

=

*(#u"')

: 1 Llpy','1
Nkn dt

+

PVsi3

: const

(T3.22)

that
Note that in an isothermal volume change, P allV' Here we see
This
change.
volume
adiabatic
an
i *-tjfit-t r a monatomic gas during
the presalso makes good physical sense. During an isothermal compression
reduces
proportionally
volume
the
sure increas! u"i 1 V because reducing
increase.s
"
proportionally
which
the molecular transit time between collisions,
this is
the collision rate and thus the Pressure. In an adiabatic compression,
compresthe
during
increases
still true, but in addition the gls tanpuature
sion. This increases the averige moiecular speed, which not only-further
violent' So
decreases the transit time but"also makes eich collision more
adiabatic
an
during
1/V
than
rapidly
should increase more
til;;;;;
compression.
Gerreralizing to nonrnouatornic
gases

iquations T3'21 and T3.22 apply on! to monatomic gas:s' but you can
easily'generalize the derivation to other kinds of gases as well.

Exercise T3X.10
gas
For ideal gases in general, U : (f /z)NksT with/:3 for a monatomic
previous derivation
and, f Z S for other-kinds of gasei. Findthe place in tl-re
g,"ana
from that point
derivation
thl
rework
thai/:
I
assumed
where
^to
handle arbitrary values of f. You should find that equations T3.21andTS'Zz

become

7y2ll :constant'arrd pvtr+4fl =

constant, respectively.

Physicists usually write these laws in the following form:

TVY-\ = constant
PVY

Purpose:

:

constant

(r3.23a)
(r3.23b)

These equations specify how a gas's temperature T and

prest,tt" P vary with its volume V during an adiabatic Process' -.
'symbols;'y:t+zlfisthegas'sadiabaticindex'where/isthe
number of molecular degrees of freedom for the gas'
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Two-Minute Problems

Limitations: The process must be adiabatic, the gas must be ideal,
and the compression must occur very slowly compared to the thermal
speed of the gas molecules.
Note: The values of y for various types of gases are as follows:
Monatomic: y

5

- ;J

7
5

Polyatomic:

:

L.40

4

1

<v<,_3

These equations have a host of practical applications, and they
very useful to us in chapters T8 and T9.

Problem Imagine that we

will

be

comPress a sample of air whose initial pressure is

100 kPa and temperature is 22oC (:295K) to a volume that is one-quarter of
its original volume within 0.1 second (s). The piston in this case moves a total
distance of 30 cm. What is the final temperature of the gas?

Model

The average speed of the piston during this compression is about
m/s, which is much smaller than the typical speeds of air molecules at room
temperature (recall that u.*" : 520 m/s for nitrogen at room temperature).
On the other hand, even if the cylinder is not very well insulated, the process
occurs so quickly that not much heat will be able to flow into or out of the
cylinder. Therefore, we can model this as an adiabatic compression. Since air
is a diatomic gas and is reasonably ideal at normal Pressures and temperatures, it should obey the equation TVv-t : constant with 7 : 1.4.
3

Solutiott In this case, therefore,

\Vl^ =Ti\r,v-7 +

T7

=,,(+)'-'

:rt'*(*

)on:rrn*

(rs.24)

TWO-MINUTE PROBLEMS
T3T.1 In each of the

processes described below, energy is
being transformed to or from thermal energy. Does

the energy flow involve heat (T) or work (F)?
a. Your car's brakes get hot when used repeatedly'
b. Your pizzagets warm in a microwave oven.

c. An electric

stove element gets hot when tumed up.

d. Your car gets hot in the sun on a relatively cool
day'

e. You get cooler when standing in the breeze from
a fan.

F
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is in a container that
is I cube measuring 10 cm on a side' If we move one
wall in 1 millimeter (mm), does work flow into (A) or
out of (B) the gas? What is the magnitude of W?

T3T.2 A gas with a pressure of 100 kPa

A.1000I
8.1001

T3T.5 What are the signs of Q, W, and AU for the process
B -> C? (Select from the answers provided in
problem T3T.4.)

T3T.6 What are the signs of 0, W, and AU for the process
C -> ,& (Select from the answers provided in
problem T3T.4.)

c.101
D. 1I
E. 0.001I
F. Other (sPecifY)

T3T.7 Is the work energy flowing into or out of the gas in
process B -> C po-sitive (Ai or negative (B)? Which of
ihe values below is closest to the magnitude of W?

Problems T3T.3 through T3T,7 refer to the following cyclic
gas Process:

I-- T-T--

A.0.6I
B. 1.5l
c. 300I
D,600l
E. 1s00J
F. 3000I

Adiabatic

a bubble of helium (a monatomic gas)
risirig from the bottom of the ocean expands in vol*""Uy a factor of 8 by the time it reaches the surface

T3T.8 Imagine that

I

t atrnosphere

(atrn)]' Assume
essentially
expands
tfr"t tlt" UnUUle rises so fast thaiit
gas at the
the
on
pressure
the
adiabatically. What was
lwhere the pressure is

depth wher! it formed (in atrnospheres)?

A.3.5 atrn

T3T.3 The Process

B

-->

B. 8 atm
C' 16 atm
D. 18 atm
E. 32 atm
F. Other (sPecifY)

C shown is

A. An isochoric Process
B. An isothermal Process
C. An isobaric Process
D. An adiabatic Process

of the bubble described in problem
T3T.8 wai 320 K when it formed, what is its approximate final temperature when it reaches the surface?

T3T.9 If the temPeraturc

E. An isometric Process

F. None of the above

T3T.4 What

are the signs of Q, W, and

AU for the process

A-+ B?
A.0, -, -

B'0,+'+
C. *, _,0
D. +, +,0

E'

A.40 K

B.8OK
c. 320 K
D. 1280 K

E.2560K
F. Other (sPecifY)

-'+'o

F, Other (sPecifY)

HOMEWORK PROBLEMS
Basic 5kills
T3

8.1

htt
A gas is confined to a cylinder by a piston' 1". q:t
cm"'
100
of
volume
a
and
an"initial pressure of 1i0 Wa
ft" p"td" is slowly moved back untit the gas's volume has increased by 0.5%' What is the approximate
work that flows into br out of the gas? (Be sure to give
You
the correct sign as well as the correct magnitude'
enough
small
be
to
change
volume
can considerlhis
that P is approximately constant during the process')

A gas is confined to a cylinder by a piston' The gas
T38.2
trai an initial Pressure of 95 kPa and a volume of

unfrl the
300 cm3. The piston is slowly pushe{ in
apsas's volume iras decreased by 7%' What is the
gas?
the
of
out
@e
3io*i*ut" work that flows into or
'sure

to give the correct sigrr as well as the correct

to
maenitu"de. You can consider this volume change
be imall enough ttrat P is approximately constant
during the Process')

An ideal gas in a cylinder
T38.3
-

is allowed to expand while

its tempeiature is'freta fixed' Is there any heat flow
it uot't da in this process? If so, does heat energy flow
into or out of the gas? Please explain'
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T38,4 An ideal gas in a cylinder is slowly compressed while
its pressure is held fixed. Is there any heat flow
involved in this process? If so, does heat energy flow
into or out of the gas? Please explain.

T38.5 An ideal gas with an initial pressure of 120 kPa is
confined to a cylinder with a volume of 150 cm3.
We then allow it to slowly expand to a volume of
350 cm3 while adding enough heat to keep its pres-

sure fixed. What is the work that flows into or out of
the gas (be sure to give the correct sign as well as

magnitude)?

T38.6 A monatomic ideal gas with an initial pressure of
80 kPa is confined to a cylinder with a volume of
600 cm3. We then compress the gas isothermally until
its volume has decreased to 450 cm3. What is its pressure now?

T38.7 A monatomic ideal gas with an initial pressure of
60 kPa is confined to a cylinder with a volume of
600 cm3. We then compress the gas adiabatically until

T3S.5 A gas is constrained to follow the three'step cyclic
process shown in the graph below Prepare a chart
(like the one shown in example T3.1) that specifies the sign of Q, W, and AU for each step in the
process.

its volume has decreased to 450 cm3. \4y'hat is its pressure now?

Synthetic
T3S.1 A friend observes while heating water over a flame
that the temperature of the water does not increase
after it begins boiling. Your friend comments, "I
guess that heat is no longer flowing from the flame
to the water." You state that you think heat is still
flowing into the water. Your friend responds, "But
heat is energy flow associated with a temperature difference, and the water's temperature is constant/ so there is no temPerature difference." Gently
explain to your friend why his or her statement is
incorrect.

T3S.2 One mole of helium gas in a cylinder is allowed to
expand adiabatically. During the expansion its temperature falls from 310 K to 265 K. How much work
energy flows in this expansion? (Be sure to give both
the correct magnitude and the correct sign.)

5

y(m3)

T35.6 Heat must flow into the gas during the process
C -+ A shown in the drawing associated with problem T3S.5. Why? If the gas's temperature is 290 K at
point C, find its temperature at point A and the heat
that has flowed into the gas in this process if the gas
is monatomic.

T3S.7 A bubble of air is formed at the bottom of the ocean
floor 66 ft below the surface, where the ambient pres-

molecules of nitrogen gas at 280 K
are constrained to expand isothermally to 3 times the
origirnl volume. Heat must enter the gas during this
process. Why? How much heat enters the gas in this

T3S.3 Some 3.0 x

1022

process?

sure is about 300 kPa = 3 atm. The bubble has an initial volume of about 25 cm3 and a temperature of 8"C.
If the bubble rises so fast that it expands essentially

adiabatically, what is its final volume? What is its
final temperature?

T3S.4 A gas is constrained to follow the three-step cyclic
process shown in the graph below. Prepare a chart
(like the one shown in example T3.1) that specifies

T3S.8 A research balloon bound for the stratosphere (see
figure T3.10) is filled at sea level with 800 m3 of he-

the sign of Q, W, and AU for each step in the process.
What is the net work flowing into or out of the gas for
the entire cyclic process (be sure to give the correct
magnitude and sign)?

is released, and it climbs to an altitude where the air
pressure is 0.045 times its sea-level value. If the he'
lium expands adiabatically, what is the balloon's vol-

lium whose initial temperature is 285 K. The balloon

ume now? What is the temperature of the helium?

E

i
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(e) Use the ideal gas law

'7Yt-t

-

to show from this that

constant.

Rich-Context
T3R.1 Imagine that the atmospheric pressure at the toP of a
tall irountain is about 0.65 times the Presswe at sea
level. If it is 3OC (86oF) at the beach and a stiffbreeze
blows this air up the mountain so rapidly that the air
essentially expands adiabatically, what is the approximate temperiture at the top of the mountain?

Figure T3.10
(for problem T35.8')

T3S.9 Use equation T3.23 to show that the work done during an adiabatic volume change from

ViloVlis

w:#(# #)

(r3.2s)

(Hint; Solve equation T3'23b for P as a function of %
and then use equationT3.S')
T3S.10

This problem outlines a way to derive equations
Tg.Z3iithout delving into the microscopic behavior

of molecules. (This metnoa is marginally simpler

than the method in the text but is more abstract and
insight')
yields less PhYsical
"
(a) Consider an infitiitesimal adiabatic volume
change dV. During this process, the gas's ternperutore-*i[ change by some tiny amount dT' and

the pressure will change by- some.tiny

a*99t

dp.'Show that if you tike the derivative of the

ideal gas law wittr-respect to T and multiply both
sides bY dT, You get

F3.26)

PdV +VdP =NkBdT

(b) By considering how dW relates to dU in this case'
argue that
P

d.v

f
: -lNnar

qls:olT3R.2
- - - Imagine that we have a sar-rgle of nitrogen
fi""Stoacylinderbyamovablepiston' Thecylinderis
imrnersed in ice waier, and the gas initially has a ternp".ut"t" of 0"C. (1) You fairly rapidly comprery the
las, adiabatically decreasing its volume by a factor
Zt z. <z\ you hold the piston sti'll until the gas has

gas to
cooled again to 0'C, and then (3) you allow the
jlowty
allowing
while
volume
original
its
to
expand
plenty of time for heat to move out of or into the gas
to 0"C)' If
ito tt its temperaturc remains very close
of the
"t
step
second
the
AS g of ice waimelted during
gas
the
into
put
you
energydid
work
ho* *,rch

"yi",
during

the first step? Descibe your reasoning'(!int: .l
t,rggdt that you iirst draw a P-V diagram' Also' it

onTf

l-tt as ii you do not have enough information to

this problem. If you find yoursetf doing lots of
calculatiors, stop and ihinkabolltitsome more') ,

tofi"

g3'2n

(c) Use this to eliminate Nks dT ftom equationT3'26
and r€afiange things to show that

Advanced

in an adiabatic
in one of two ways' the first way is to 'pe
'el.tation T3.25' The second way is to realize that
,ii',." t o heat flows into the gas, the work that flows

T3A.1 One can find the work involved
process

dPP
0:7V+rtr
(d) Multiply both

What is the temPerature at the toP?

where y

=L+1

(T3.28)

sides by an appropriate power of

V and show that

o: ft{ev,) +

PVY

:

Constant

(r3.2e)

into (or out of) the gas is the

s€une as the gas's

change

in intemal e.tetgyi AU: W' You can find AU by

using equatio nfi.ZSo and the results of the last chapt".. itou" mathematically that this methodyields the
same results as equation T3'25'
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES
T3X.1

(a) Q,

T3X.2

(a)

b) Q,(c)

W, (d) Q, G)

K,b)W,(c)

W, (d)

&

W,(f)

Q, G) Q,

&)

W.

T3X.7 The chart should look like this:

(e) W, (f) W.

still need to apply an inward extemal
force to the piston to keep the gas confined, but now
you let the piston move outward. This means that F""t

A--+

and di are opposite, so the work done in each infinidf : - F tdr, We still have
tesimal step ii^ dW : F

B

T3X.3 In this

F""1

t

case, you

Fg*

-

",r.
PA,b&now

as

dV,asbefote'

and N, we can calculate

and u: f,Nrrr

+

+

0

There is more work flowing out of the gas during
step A -+ B than into ihe gas in step C + A, so the
net work is negative. The area inside the cycle in the
diagram is about 5.5 squares. Each square corre(T3.30)

sponds to an energy of

(Iftowing the chemical composition of the gas

(r,*o$)(0

gives you Ma and n')

soW=-5500J.

(b) Given ll., V , and N, we can calculate M, T, and P
follows:

M:Mo# r- f2U
NkB
(r3.31)

nat wark is U, N, and T; we
cannot determine P or V from this information.
Also, any triplet containing both M and N will not
work, because knowing Ma enables one to directly calculate M from N or vice versa (so specifying both gives one no more information than
specifying either one)' All other triplets work.
does

(*u-r) :10001

(13.34)

the expansion A--> B is

v,
: -Pt$ln+
: _ (ro,o*ff

:

)

<o.oz

n{t

(.F'')

'"

H

_22201

(r3.35)

I had estimated that the gas would lose 2400 j during this process, so rny estimate was too high by
about 8%.

T3X.9 According to the product and chain rules,

v','# +r ftlv'zn)
d!
: vzrs
' tdt a?7y-rn
dt
3-'

ft{rv'?n) =

as suggested, we get

w-- I: rydv:-Nknr I: +
: -NkB T(ln Vy - ln V) : -NkBT fr, f,

'snn)

T3X.8 According to equation T3.12, the work involved in
W

and P:i Nko ?

T3X.5 Substituting

0

---+ C

M, T, and U

follows:

(c) A triplet Ihat

+

+

B

C-+A

NPV
M- MA-* r: M,

as

AU

"
Li'iul) :
dV: A(Ls*r-

*Adr.SodW: -PAdr : -P
T3X.a (a) Given P, V,

ow

Step,

(r3.36)

This is indeed the same as the righnnost quantity in
equation T3.20.
Crs.szl

T3X.10 Everything in the derivation applies to all ideal gases

According to the ideal gas law, PiV : NkpT : P7V7,
so we can substitute either Pi% ot P1VT for NksT in

up to equation T3.17. We should substitute f /2 for
3/2 in this equation and equation T3.18. This means
that we should change the factor of 2/3 appeaing
in equations T3.18, T3.20, and T3.21 to 2/f ' so equa-

equation T3.32.

T3X.6 Plugging Vt = I t4i"to equation
l/,1

: -PiViln V,
,J

T3.12 yields

x\ n.'tofrfl tI \t"1
: _ (100,000
'
* )\v.tuw1" \rN..r/ ".2
(T3.33)
: +691

tion T3.21 reads

O: ft{f
Since T

V'rt) +

:

ev)vz/r

TV2/f

:constant (rc3n

PV/Nkn according to the ideal gas law,

- Pvl+2/r : l':l;:Tlit*],u.*

as claimed.

(13.38)

